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The Routh-Liapunov theorem /l/ and its inverse /2/ are used to investigate the 
stability and bifurcation of the steady state motions of a heavy gyrostat with a 
freely rotating rotor. 

The equations of motion of a heavy gyrostat with a freely rotating rotor with one fixed 

point, admit the following first integrals: 

(1) 

Here et are the projections of the absolute angular velocity of the gyrostat on its principal 
axes of inertia q,Jt are the principal moments of inertia of the gyrostat, a, are the cosines 
of the angles formed by the rotor axis with the Z~ axes, I is the moment of inertia of the 
rotor relative to its axis of rotation, 9 is the angle of rotation of the rotor, yt are co- 
sines of the angles formed by the ascending vertical with the zi axes, and it are constants 
proportional to the projections on the it axes of the vector drawn from the fixed point o tb 

the center of mass C of the body. The summation sign with the subscript (123) means that the 
terms are obtained by the cyclic interchange of the indices. 

We shall consider the steady state motions of the mechanical system in question, their 
stability and bifurcation. Let us introduce the function 

W = Ii- w(IJx-- k)+ l/W&(lJB - 1) - I,(&- hl) 

where o,li, p are the undertermined Lagrange multipliers, 
According to the Routh-Liapunov theorem, we have the following equations for determining 

the steady state motions of a system: 

awlae, = Jlq + g, - oJ,y, --~a, = 0 (1 2 3) 
aw 

(2) 
-= 
acp' z Iola&Icp'--o 

I: lU,~1 -$==O 
(12s) (198) 

$ = el-o(Jl~l+Icp'a3~ho"y, = 0 (i 23) 

where gl= flp'al are the projections of the gyrostatic moment vector on the zt axes. From (2)we 
obtain 

Substituting these values into the integrals U,= k, U,= !J and Us-i, we obtain the following 
relations: 

(4) 
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and (4) yield k,o and pas functions of h and 0. From (3) and (4) we conclude that for tl;e 
given values of the parameters I,Ji,~i,e~(i= 1,2,3), i.e. for a given mechanical system,thevalues 
of the quantities o,,o,,o,,~~',~i,~*.~s, corresponding to the steady state motions can be regarded 
as functions of two independent parameters R and Q. If the magnitude of the integral of the 
areas k is given, then the parameters h and P will not be independent, but connected by the 
relation k= k&Q). 

We shall study the stability of motion (3) with respect to m'.oi,yi (I= 1, li: 3). We <assume 
that in the perturbed motion 

0, = 01" + %1,YI = y," + 91 (1 2 3), (p‘ = Cp'O i_ 5 

The conditions of stability /3/ are obtained from the Rought- Liapunov theorem in the form of 
sufficient conditions of the sign determinacy of the second variation 

on the linear manifold defined by the relations 

(6) 

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the positive definiteness of the quadratic 
form (5) with conditions (6), are 

A?1,>O,D=--lo>0 (7) 

According to the sufficient conditions /2/ of invertibility of the Routh-Liapunovtheorem, 
the second condition of (7) is also the necessary condition of stability of the motions (3). 
The latter assertion follows also from considering the characteristic polynomial for the equa- 

Substituting into the last equation of (2) 
the expressions for yi from (31, we obtain 

F(o, h, p)= e'- r: 
_ o (Cl - "":)L' 

(IZS) (J1-*) 
(8) 

Let us consider a particular case when (8) 
is reduced to an equation biquadratic in w. 
This requires that the following relations hold: 

Fig.1 (fJh!b 

eigi = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) (9) 

When conditions (9) hold, the gyrostatic moment 
vector g = (CC. g2, gJ) and the vector e = (e1, Qs. e3) 
drawn from the fixed point 0 of the gyrostat to 
its center of mass are orthogonalI and lie in 
the principal planes of the inertia ellipsoidof 
the gyrostat relative to the point 0. We shall 
assume for the definiteness that 

4 h. 4 A** J3 a 
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e, = 2, = 0, e* # 0 

Then from the equation (8) we obtain 

oa = uY2/2[R (II + 0 (A)1 
‘Q- .. -..- 

P=1-_80’ 9 (!A) = z x * 
(12) 

R (V = Z2 x 6, Q (5) = [Il.(h) + *Q’ 3 (Js - w 1”’ 
(1-n 

In this case we obtain the following expression for the parameter k from (5): 

The expression for D is reduced to the form 

D = - A = oJ,JJsPa (A) [1+ t3 (A)] Q (h) g 

(0 (1) = (Jl - A) (Js - k) (J, - 2)) 

(10) 

and the formula (10) makes it possible to relate the investigation of the condition of stabil- 
ity D>O to the analysis of the function k = k (h, 0). 

Let us now consider the case 

(J* - Js) (Js - 51) (J1 - Jn) %% # 0 (Jl<&<JS) (11) 

and study the distribution of the stable and unstable motions (3) on the surface k= k(L, P). 

To do this, we shall consider the function 8(i) and the some intersection of the surface k= 

k&Q) by the plane n=Q?+o. The roots of the equation S(1)= --1 are real and equal to 
h= &', 1Ln'. and we also have hl*<Jl<L,*<J,<J,. We note that the values &*(i - 1.2) are independ- 
ent of the parameter P. 

Fig.1 depicts the form of one branch of the line of intersection of the surface k= k&,&2) 

with the plane 61=&,#0 (the second branch can be obtained from the first branchbysymmetric 
reflection in the abscissa), for the cases when a) conditions (4) and Jllell>Z*Q* hold and 
the equation dkldA=O has two real roots h= 5,,& (J1<h,<J,<&,<J,) and b) conditions (4) 
and Jsle,l .ZW hold and the equation dk/dh=O has three real roots h. = A,, &,t k..* (A.*. < JI < 
he < J, < A,, < 2,) . 

We note that the intersection of the surface o=o(h,L))by the plane P= &#Ois analogous 
to that shown in Fig-la. 

Let k>J,. Then i +e(li)>O.a(h)<O, dk/dh<O (Fig-l) and by virtue of (10) we have D>o. 

Therefore the motion (3) is stable for b> Js. Similarly, if ~.,<~<J,,Jl<~<h.,hl~<~<Jl 
or ?".<kf, then D>O. If J,<i<h or hp*<h<JI, then D <O. 

Proceeding in analogous manner we can establish the sign of D inthe casewhenconditions 
(11) and Jsje,1<Z*62* hold. The numbers (0), (1) and (2) in the Fig.1 indicate the degree of 
instability of the motions (3), and the values h=h,,k,, or ?.=h,,1,,,5,,, have the correspond- 
ing points of bifurcation at which the stability of the motions (3) is changed. 
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